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Introduction

 Background

 Mobile phone has become an indispensable part of our daily life.

 The surface of the mobile phone directly affects the user experience.

 Various types of mobile phone surface defects inevitably exist on the production line.
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Introduction

 Task definition

We aim to propose efficient and accurate method to detect the defect target.

 Input: Mobile phone surface image

 Output: Defect location and defect type

 Motivation

 The defect detection task is based on actual

application scenarios and has high requirements

for accuracy and real-time performance

 Compared with object detection task, defect

detection task has small-scale and low contrast

challenge
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Method

 EfficientNet Extract features

 GCSA-BiFPN Obtain more discriminative features

 Box/Class Prediction Network Obtain the final results

 Pipeline of our proposed EDD-Net
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Method

The GC module use global average pooling to generate

global context information, and generate weighted vectors

after the sigmoid function to guide the feature generation of

the next level.

 Spatial Attention Module Global Context Module

The Spatial Attention module first combines the spatial

information generated by global average pooling and global

max pooling. Then the spatial attention is generated after

convolution and sigmoid function to optimize the original

feature representation.
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Method

 GCSA-BiFPN

As a specific example, here we describe the fused features

at level 6 for GCSA-BiFPN:

All the feature maps of other levels are constructed in a

similar manner.
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Experimental results

 The dataset consists of 10 classes of the defect.

 Our EDD-Net performs quit well on this dataset.

 DAGM2007 Dataset
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Experimental results

 Our EDD-Net D0-D2 has well performance in both

accuracy and efficiency

 MPSOSD Dataset
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Conclusion

Focusing on the difference between defect detection task and the object detection task, EDD-Net has three novel aspects

to adapt to defect detection.

 Firstly, EDD-Net is under the framework of advanced object detector EfficientDet which guarantees the detection

results.

 Secondly, a novel feature pyramid module GCSA-BiFPN is proposed to fully use the context information and spatial

information.

 Thirdly, our EDD-Net D0-D2 can easily achieve real-time performance while the accuracy is considerable, which has

practical significance in different scenarios on the production line.
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